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A 8STL~CT: wo studies of design problem solving are reported. Experiment 1 prasents an
observational study of an actual client-designer work session. Analysis of the session transcript reveals a systematically structured interaction. The client and the designer decompose
the overall design problem into sub-problems , each of which is smaller and somewhat more
well-structured than the overall problem. Experiment 2 is a laboratory study. The “client ’s
rote is simulated by an instruction booklet; subjects play the ‘designei’’ role. Again, it is
~
~
found that subjects spontaneously structure the elements of a design problem into subproblems the nature of which is systematically related to aspects of problem structure. There
is high intersubject agreement as to how the decomposition into sub-problems should proceed.
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One approach to the study of human problem solving involves m apping the inferred stages
or states that the problem solvers thinking visits in the course of solving a problem (e.g.,
Newell & Simon, 1972). This is often called the information processing approach. Such
theorizing views the problem solver as a device that explores a problem tree systematically, in
a manner not unlike that of a computing device. Indeed , artificial intelligence modelling has
often been employed by information processing theorists.
As is typical in the area of problem solving, most of the research pertaining to the
information processing approach has been directed at the analysis of relatively simple,
puzzle-problems. In this paper , we consider the application of this theoretical program to
classes of problem solving we refer to as “ design ”. Examples of design problem solving
include composing a fugue (Reitman , 1965), designing a house (Simon, 1973), writing a letter
(Thomas, Note 1), creating a natural language utterance (Carroll , Note 2), and designing
compute r software (Maihotra , Thomas, Carroll, & Miller, 1978). It is characteristic of ~these
problem solving activities that they are relatively complex and ill-structured (Reitman , 1965;
Simon , 1973). That is, there is no problem tree representation for these problems: they are
too complex; and there are many, many ways to “solve ” them.
This is a rather different situation from what is typically meant by problem solving in the
psychological literature. On the other hand , however , these examples of design problem
solving seem far more typical of ordinary commerce with the world than , say, anagrams and
theorem proving. There is no notion of an antecedently defined “goal state ” in design
problem solving, neither is there a small set of allowable “ moves” . The goal of a design effort
can be only partially characterized , although given a putative solution , the designer can
determine whether or not it is acceptable. The set of allowable moves may or may not be
characterizable; certainly in the case of composing a fugue , it is not. Given this state of
affairs, we might ask whether the information processing type analysis can be adapted to
design problem solving.
Can there be a state description of the processes involved in design? Surely, there can
not be as complete a description as there can be for simple puzzle-problems. However , the
ill-structuredness and complexity of design does not necessarily imply that the organization of
behavior in design is arbitrary. Any model of design will be limited by this complexity and
ill-structuredness , but we may still hope to describe a systematic structure of stages, states ,
steps, or units of some kind , with their control processes. In the present study, we address the
question of whether , and if so how , designers structure , or decompose, their problem solving
activities into sub-problems that are presumably more well-structured and less complex (2 mon ,
~
1973).
We report two studies. The first involves a dialog between a client and a designer
pertaining to an actual design problem. We develop an analysis of apparent patternings in this
videotaped interaction. The second study involves an experimentally contrived design problem.
The client role is simulated by a booklet , and subjects play the role of designer. We present
both clinical and statistical analyses of the obtained subject protocols.
EXPERIMENT I
Experiment I is observational. We introduced only minimal measurement manipulations
into an essentially naturalistic design session, involving a client and a designer. Using the
design session format allows us to obtain protocol-like accounts of the sequence of a behavioral episode without forcing participants to comment on their own behavior (Newell & Simon ,
1972). Moreover , we do not need to make the rather dubious assumption that participants can
comment with any accuracy on their own internal mental states and processes (Nisbett &
Wilson , 1977).
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In a design session, It is perfectly natural for client and designer o verbalize. However ,
in order to generalize our approach to design situations involving only a single person who is
both client and designer , we must assume that something analogous to the dialog between
client and designer roles goes on inside of a single person taking both roles. While this may be
a useful idealization , it Is almost certainl y untenable in the limit.
Method
Two staff members at a scientific research center volunteered to participate in our design
session. The “ client ’ was a head librarian , and the “ designer ” was a systems engineer. The
client had * real design problem, or a set of problems, and the systems engineer was actually
expert in the problem areas. Thus , the behavior we recorded was real-world design behavior.
The two participants, who had not previously discussed the librarian ’s design problem , met
and spontaneously proceded to attack the design problem. They were given no special
instructions. In the room with them were two video cameras and a microphone. The experimenters operated video tape recording equipment from an adjacent room. No one was in the
room with the particip ants who were fre e to procede with their design session as they pleased.
The entire session took 35 minutes. (Full transcripts can be found in Appendix I .)
Analysis and Discussion
At one level of analysis , we find the design session to consist of a series of what we shall
call cycles. Each cycle starts with the client introducing some requirement , or set of requirements. The reguirements addressed in the course of a given cycle are not randomly composed
with each other: they typically pertain to a common sub-goal of the overall design problem.
After some exploration , a sub-solution is proposed, usually by the desi gner. The sub-solution
may then be elaborated until it is finally accepted or rejected. This completes the cycle. 11 a
sub-solution is accepted , the next cycle starts with the client introducing further requ irements.
If the sub-solution is rejected , the next cycle starts with an elaborati, n of the requirements it
was unable to meet. Usually, this elaboration includes the introduction of requirement s that
the client has not explicitly introduced yet or has not completely elaborated.

-

In order to clarify what we take to be a cycle consider the following example . This
example is the third cycle (of seven) in the library design session (see App endix 1).
Client: ... Now , I’ve got some problems with where I place the printer , where
the bloody control unit can go. I’d love to get the control unit buried
under the floor somewhere.
Designer: Uh-uh.
Client: I don ’t know how minor that is. I think Its kind of minor.
Designer: The control unit can be some 2000 feet from the scope so if you
have an empty closet somewhere we can sort of hide it there so long as
It is accessible.
At the beginning of the cycle, the client states a requirement; he wants to reduce the clutter
around the computer terminals in the library by moving their control unit. The designer offers
a sblution to this requirement by pointing out that the control unit can in fact be moved quite
some distance away fro m the terminals.

-

The cyclic structure of design sessions can be totally sequential , one cycle after another.
However, the structure can also be hieraichical On the sense of discussing details of design
elements introduced in earlier cycles): In the initial cycle of the library design session the client
addresses the layout problems of the library in general. Then , In each of four successive
(sub-) cycles he elaborates certain details of these problems (the example cited above is the
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third of these cycles). The last of these four “ embedded ” cycles itself embeds two cycles.
This structure of five cycles is followed by two additional cycles , making a total of seven. The
structural relations between these different cycles is sketched in Figure I and detailed in the
headings of App endix I.

CYCLE

CYCLE

7

6

CYCLE

CYCLE

2

-

CYCLE
3

CYCL E
CY CLE
5
4
of
seven
design cycles.
Figure 1 ‘Caption: Structure
The relation between cycles in the structure of the design session is not , however , that of
constituents in a static structure . Each cycle alters the possible substance of succeeding cycles.
A given solution for cycle n , implicitly limits the range of solutions that will be considered in
cycle n+ I. indeed , the dynamic relation between cycles can operate backwards as well. In
the library session the solutions for the final two cycles (the decisions to investigate local
access to system TTT i and the spooling of output to a central printer , see Appendix 1),
strongly impact the solutions for the first five cycles. In effect , they raise new solutions that
cover the design requirements introduced in the earlier cycles. Had the topics of the seven
cycles been taken up in reverse order , the substance of each of the seven cycles would have
been quite different.
Several questions are suggested by our analysis of the library design session. First , why is
the session organized into cycles at all? Why doesn ’t the client simply list all of the requirements at the very outset of the session. It seems strange that a client , such as our librarian ,
who is well enoug h organized to hierarchically structure the first five cycles of the session ,
would not present the substance of all seven cycles immediately. It is stranger yet , since , as
noted above , the solutions of the final two cycles alter the solutions for the first five. One
hypothesis is functionally based: the limited memory and attention span of client and desi gner
encourages them to decompose a “complex ” design problem into several simpler design cycles,
each concerned specifically with a part of the overall design goal.

-

-

A second question raised by our analysis is why the cycles should be structured in the
particular way that they are. Some of the cycles are extremely brief (e.g., the example cited
above), others are rather complicated and involve numerous exchanges between designer and
client. Also , as noted above, the set of design requirements addressed in a given cycle seem
always to be hig hly interrelated , each an aspect of a common sub-goal in the overall problem .
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Prima facie , this seems to require an elaboration of the purely functional hypothesis; for if the
cyclic structure of the session was entirely due to functional limitations of memory and
attention , we would expect all of the cycles to be roughly of the same size, and we would
expect the cycles to be structured indifferently with regard to the logical structure of the
design problem. But we do not find this. Design cycles tend to address a single requirement
or a set of highly related requirements (Alexander , 1964), or they consist of hierarchies of
related cycles (Simon, 1973).
Other factors enter into the determination of these cyclic units as well. Some of these lie
beyond the scope of the present analysis. For example , it is likely that the dialog situation of
cooperative problem solving itself provides motivation for some of the decomposition of the
overall design problem. The client may come to rely on the feedback that the designer
provides by providing partial solutions a the end of each cycle. This would have the effect of
encouraging the client to elaborate and to make explicit aspects of the problem that might
otherwise have remained unstated. Such factors are clearly somewhat uniq ue to the dialog
situation , however , and for present purposes we simply ignor them. (See Malhotra et *1..
1978. for further discussion of our work with design dialogs.)
In summary , our analysis of the library design session does suggest that design problem
solving is structured. Moreover , it suggests that the teleology of the cyclic structure of design
problem solving cycles is both functional and logical (at the least; it may involve other factors
as well , see above). Experiment 2 attempts to clarify and elaborate these possibilities in more
restricted experimental task environments.
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2 we “ simulated ” the client role by prepared written instructions , instead
of merely recording an entire design dialog session. Thus , each of our subjects played the
designer to a single client -- taking the form of a booklet. Essentially, we provided subjects
with an unorganized list of requirements for a design problem. What we looked for is whether ,
and if so how , subjects spontaneously structure these requirements into design “ cycles” .
Method
Materials. The materials for the experiment consisted of booklets. The booklet explained
to the subjects that they would be designing a schedule for a hypothetical library . The library
staff consisted of ten librarians, who were not described. The work which was to be scheduled
consisted of 22 tasks, each of which was briefly described. Examples of the tasks are given
below. (The 22 tasks are listed in Appendix 2.)
Books that are left out in the Reading Room must be reshelved.
People who have borrowed a book for more than one month must be sent an
overdue notice.
New acquisitions must be placed in the New Books display.
Subj ects were also supplied with a floor-plan of the library. The instructions asked subjects to
organize the library with respect to librarians and tasks.
Procedure. The ten subjects , who were staff members at a scientific research center , we re
run in a single group. Subj ects wrote out their design solutions in any format they cared to.
The experimental session took two hours.
Results and Discussion
The procedure of Exp eriment 2 leaves the subject quite a bit of lattitude for defining what
would constitute a solution and how to go about creating such a solution. Accordingly, there
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are many possible analyses of the obtained protocols and final library schedules. For present
purposes , we present two types of analysis. First , we examine the “cycles” that characterize
the subjects’ development of a solution in tIme. Secondly. we examine the manner in which
subjects assigned the 22 tasks to the 10 librarians in their fina l schedules. Finally, we
comment on the relation between these two aspects of solution structure.
Cycles in the protocols. In the analysis of the design dialogues , there was a fairly clear
indicat ion of each of the phases within each design cycle (suggestion of a subproblem;
consideration of various sub-solutions; acceptance/rejection ; and reinitia lization ) . This is
undoubtedly partly due to the interactive turn-taking nature of dialogue . In contrast , when
subjects designed a schedule for the library tasks, although they were encouraged to write
down comments about what they were doing when, how they were doing it , and why, various
subjects differed considerably in the degree to which they did so. For many subjects , various
phases of each design cycle had to be inferred by us. However , each subject did pose and
solve a number of separate sub-problems which were fairly easy to characterize.
Further, there was considerable similarity amongst subjects as to the specific content and
sequencing of cycles. A complete listing of cycles is given in Appendix 3. The following
general patterns were apparent. Each subject addressed one design cycle to a categorization of
the tasks. Some subjects categorized the tasks several times on various different bases; for
example, by area of use, by needed frequency of occurrence , by the opposition of paper work
and physical movement.
A second common design cycle concerned the assignment of individuals to tasks. Nine of
the ten subjects handled this explicitly. Some of the subjects assigned tasks to groups of
individuals while other subjects gave each -librarian a task. Some of the subjects sss~gned a
task to an individual for all time , while others took the subproblem of determining a rotation
schedule so that each librarian would eventually perform each of the different tasks.
Logically, each design design problem involves assumptiions about what is the fixed.
unchangeable part context of the problem and what is the labile , cha ngeable part. While all
the subjects certainly made implicit assumptions about what could be changed in the problem ,
for some subjects , deciding what was problem and what was unchangeable context involved a
separate cycle. Nine of the ten subjects assumed that the 22 tasks that we provided constitutin a
ed an exhaustive set. One subjec’ however began by deciding what was needed a
~~~~
tasks.
categorized
these
23
subsequently
Library and after analysis added one task and
The particular choice of sub-problems that subjects choose depended upon the outcome of
attempting to solve earlier problems. But the manner in which this is done is not so simple as
. Consider , for examp le, the feasibility of runnin g the
~mpIied by a hierarchical goal structure
library with ten librarians. Only one subject had an explicit design cycle addressed to tests of
feasibility. Yet , two other subjects explicitly in the course of other cycles calculated the time
available for work and the time necessary to do the work. Undoubtedly , had these numbers
turned out so that it was impossible for the ten librarians to do the task , their problem solving
would have taken a different turn. In other words, local conditions within a design cycle can
prod uce data which in turn drive the course of the problem solving process.

•

The observation that people ’s problem solving behavior is ..ensitive to local results in this
manner was made by Greeno ( 1974) in comparing the behavior of the General Problem Solver
(Ernst & Newell , 1969) to the behavior of human subjects. Most of our subjects apparently
had something Like the following goal structure in mind: Schedule the library (categorize tasks,
group people, assign groups of tasks to groups of people , map this grouping to a time schedWe). However, the actual observed cycles of design varied depending upon incidental factors
that arose during the design process.
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-

One subject, for example, after assigning people to tasks seemed to ‘realize’ that people
would get bored and then begin to provide for a mechanism to allow people to voluntari ly and
democraticaLly switch tasks around . However , a consideration of this subproblem made
obvious the fact that there would be conflicts of interest and therefore a mechanism would
have to be evolved to deal with THAT problem. Several subjects listed assumptions in what
was clearly meant to be an exhaustive list. After categorizing tasks and attempting to assign
people to task , the subjects THEN realized that a whole set of othe r assumptions would be
necessary for their assignment to be reasonable.

-~

The general point is that the design process is an evolving, dynamic one. 11 is for this
reason that we use the term ‘cylces’ rather than ‘sub-problems ’ since the latter has unfortunately acquired the connotation that the sub-problems are logically derivable from the overall
problem. Instead , we view the particular cycles as evolving dialectically from an a ~~~~ goal
structure interacting with the results of successive design cycles (cf. Jefirics , PoIson , & Razan ,
1977) . This does not mean that there is no regularity or predictability in the design process.
On the contrary, despite the widely varying professional backgrounds of our subject s , there
was considersble commonality both in the cycles of the design process and in the structure of
final solutions.
Classifying tasks in the final so!ution. We now turn to characterizing the manner in which
subjects organized the 22 tasks in their final solutions. Nine of the ten subjects spontaneously
organized the 22 tasks into smaller sub-groups of tasks. (The remaining subject merely
distributed the 10 librarians across the 22 tasks , each librarian assigned to each task for 8/22
hours per day.) The average number of sub-groups in the protocoLs of these nine subjects was
five (i.e., 4.4 tasks per sub-group) . There was considerable uniformity as to which tasks were
organized into common sub-groups. When two tasks were organized into a common subgroup, they tended to be organized into a common sub-group by all , or nearly all, subjects.
And when two tasks were organized into different sub-groups this too tended to be true oi ~sPl ,
or nearly all , of the design solutions.

•

•

•

For each pair of subjects, we tabulated the total number of times both had organized any
given pair of tasks into a common sub-group, the total number of times both had organized
any given pair of tasks into different sub-groups , and the total number of non-agreements
(cases in which one subject organized two tasks into a common sub-group and the other did
not). This resulted in a 2 X 2 contingency table for each of 36 possible pairings of our nine
subjects. Each of these tables was summarized as a chi-square value (with one degree of
freedom). ’ A significant value of chi-square always indicated significantly more agreement then
disagreement. Unfortunately , there is no statistical method for summarizing the overall
significance of these 36 chi-squares. Since each subject is counted in 8 of the chi-squares,
these chi-squares arc not mutually independent. The mean obtained valt.le for clu-squart
among these 36 is 10.53, and 23 of the 36 individual chi-squares exceed the .05 level. One of
the nine subjects contributed 8 non-significant chi-squares. Ignoring the data from this
subject, the mean value for chi-square is 13.37 , with 23 of the 28 individual chi-square s
exceeding conventional levels of significance.
-

What we conclude from the analysis up to this point is that there is some degree of
agreement between subjects, first, that the overall design problem is best solved by inItially
decomposing it into smaller sub-problems (i.e., design “ cycles ”), and second , that the solution
to the problem involves categorizing the tasks, which subjects do in a consistent and restricted
number of ways. (i.e., certain tasks belong together , and others do not ).
In order to obtain a qualitative assessment of our subjects’ organization of the library
tasks, we employed cluster analysis (only eight subjects were included , we deleted the subjec t
who had been discrepant in the chi-square analysis). We defined the distance between any
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two tasks to be inversely proportional to the frequency with which the two tasks were grouped
together in our subject protocols. The Jardine-Sibson method of overLapp ing clusters , as
implemented by Rohif , Kishpaugh , and Kir k (1976), was used to recover structure in the
grouping frequencies. The clustering solution we obtained for k— 2 was relatively good . The
cophenetic correlation between the k-u ltramet ric matrix of the clustering algorithm and the
data matrix ts .626, which according to the method suggested by Sokal and Sneath ( 1963: 315)
is significantly different from zero for < .01 (a — 2.73) . We obtained two clusters with
~ below , see Appendix 2 for descriptions of tasks):
three or more members (listed by number
Cluster 1: 4, 5, 7, 9 , 10, 12, 18, 19, 21 , 22
Cluster II: 1, 2 , 3, I l , 14 , 15
The tasks in Cluster I seem to pertain to the circulation desk and the card catalog. The tasks
in Cluster II pertain to the reading room and the new books display. 2

p

There is both a quantitative and a qualitative basis to organization of the library tasks.
Subjects seem to structure their solutions into classes of tasks (nine out of ten did), and this
decomposition appears both to be regular (subjects have high agreement among themselves)
and to be based directly on particular salient aspects of the thematic , or log ic a l , structure of
the problem.
The cycles of the design process and the structure of the final solution are related in a
complex , subtle way. The results of the design cycles help determine whether a particular
attempted organization works well enough to be part of the final solution. For example , one
subject ’s first category of related tasks was shelving new books. But this was rejected as
having too few tasks (one). Conversely, the attempted organizations of the final solution will
influence the design cycles. Several subjects made categorizations of tasks that turned out , on
examination , not to be mutually exclusive. This fact helped provide the impetus for the next
design cycle which was concerned with resolving what to do with doubly categorized tasks.

•

In a separate experiment , we attempt to provide more quantitative measures of the
structure of successive attempted solutions to a design problem and control the cycles of the
design process by controlling the presentation of information (Carroll. Thomas , & Miller ,
1978). This procedure , in turn , allows a more quantitative assessment of the relationship
between design cycle structure and the structure of the solutions,
CONCLUSIONS
In the introduction to this paper , we proposed a neo-structuralist program for researc h
into the area of complex problem solving. We asked, in particular , whether designers structure , or decompose, their very complex and ill-structured problems into sub-problems. And we
asked what these elements of design problem solving are like. On the basis of the present
studies, we can now offe r some preliminary answers, some speculations, and many, many
questions.
Designers do appear to structure their problems into less complex and more well-defined
elements. This structuring probably goes on at a number of levels , but we have begun to
identify two in the present report. First , designing activity seems to address problems through
the vehicle of a series of cycles: a sub-problem is posed. (sub-)solutions are investigated ,
accepted or rejected , and the process begins again -. until the overall problem has been treated
comprehensively. Thus , the problem is decomposed in time. Second , tho ugh , problem
elements are grouped (i.e., the 22 tasks of Experiment 2) into subsets. Thus , even in the final
overall solution the problem is not treated wholistically.
The results of any given design cycle can profoundly influence the status of the results of
any other design cycle. A subsequent cycle depends necessarily on the results of the cycles
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that precede it , they determine what aspects of the problem will be developed , how , and in
what order and priority. But subo,quent cycles can also affect the results of earlier cycles -they can obviate the pertainence of earlier cycles and cause their results to be discarded in the
final solution. Analogously, !~~. decision to assign a subset of problem elements to a common
subgroup delimits what further assignments will be made concerning other sub-groups.
Further case studies will be required to assess the empirical and theoretica l efficacy of the
program outlined here, as a program for stud ying design. in any case, it seems that inform slion processing approaches to the study of problem solving must be extended to incorporate
descriptions of ill-defined classes of proble m solving, like design. Whether or not a coherent
neo -structura list analysis of such problem solving activities into basic behavioral and cognitive
elements is feasible remains an open and interesting question.
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We are grateful to Lance Miller , who arranged the design session analyzed in Experiment I ,
to Vivian Chngman , who transcribed the Experiment 1 design dialogues, to Herman Friedman ,
who advised us on clustering method s for part of the analysis of Experiment 2 , and to Martha
McRea . who helped with the analysis of Experiment 2.
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it may appe ar that the chi-square assumption of independence is not satisfied by our
contingency tables , since subjects who organize , say, tasks I and 2 into a common sub-group,
and tasks 2 anti 3 into a cothmon sub-group would be expected to o’ganize tasks I and 3 into
a common sub-group. We did not, however , instruct our subjects to assign tasks un iquely and
exhaustively to sub-groups , an.. in tact severa l subjects assigned some of the tasks to more
than one sub-group . or to no sub-group. Hence , the assumption of independence is valid for
tl ~ese chi-squares.
~ There were seven clusters produced that had only two members each. These seem somewhat
trivial as indications of structure in the grouping data. Accordingly, we make nothing of them
in our argument. For the record , they were: 8 & 15; 7 & 20; 6 & 20; 15 & 17; I & 14; 15 &
16; and l & 6.

~ ppendix!
Design Transcript: Certain identifiers have been change d in this dialog for confidentiality.
Indented headings identify and describe the various cycles isolated in our anal ysis. J —
Librarian; B — Engineer.
I: OK. The library . You know the reference are a as you walk in and come across the cross
aisle.
B: Right.
1: Then you go through what ’s the reference area into the main reading room.
B: Uh-uh
I: Kinda like watch this. The design is kind of important in what 1 want to do. This is the
cross aisle. OK?
(DRAWS )
(CYCLES 1-5: PHYSICAL LAYOUT PROBLEMS)
(LOCAL PRINTER , CONTROL UNIT , MODEM , AND SCOPES)
You got the swinging doors. Double doors. Right? Reference desk , a n d peop l e a re o v e r he r
e.
Card catalog is over here . (Right ) Next to it , now , you got the scope, printer , modem underneath and the control unit is down here . We stack the people up and down. This side. Ok.
Youve got four bodies sitting here (Right) ..- full time.
Now its a crummy arrangement for four people. There are a number of problems involved in
this. One is, what are we going to do to physically house these four people. lye got to get
some one who knows how to draw a little bit better than this to come out and give me a
design that will move the card catalog (All right) and the people on this side and come out
with a counter over here which will house two people and a counter on this side that will house
two people. (Right ) My scale is terrible , but there’ll be enough room to come in. Generally,
this is It. all right? I’ve got bodies here. Problem number I , the simplest part of the problem ,
is moving all this jazz here. The printer
B: Right.
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J: the modem (Right) and the scope. The scope is also hard-wired to the X machine downstairs .
B: OK. We dont have any problem with moving scopes around on the turret (Now) because of
cable connect ons. (Now control unit)
(CYCLE I: LOCATION OF CONTROL UNrr.)
J: This guy is the control unit. Now what I am thinking now is that this guy has to be moved
to say here .
B: Is that to be just for your people or for user inquiries?
i: Both. Both. (hum) Right. B: So it has to be available to everybody.
Now this part of the move , I realize, is not particularly difficult . (Right)~Now what I see as
being a problem is that we are are bringing in a new library system. That goes DDDD...which
we are buying from the Federal Republic of Germany. ... (Hat hat) Corporate is footing part
of the bill with SEs. ..and its.., getting into a real mickey mouse game. Which system thats
going to come up on I dont know. They ’re busy looking at the systems. I dont know whether
they want to bring it up on mass storage that dies every 15 minutes or whether they want to
bring it up on the T machine. Or what they are going to do. Reguires a slightly different
monitor which we have here in the building but still an unproved monitor . (Right)
(CYCLE 2: NEED FOR MORE SCOPES.)
Now we get complicated. Now I need another scope , ok, to handle what that system ’s gonna
do. See this does not talk to ... Yes, this does talk to downstairs. It also has to be capable of
talking to that DDDD file , lets call that D. It also talks to I, which is TFTT. (Right) Now.
B: Now , how does TTI1’ ... ok , so you talk to
our system downstairs?

1 111

right now. (hum ) Do you also talk to

3: No.
B: Strictly, (Strictly) strictly TTTT?
J: It strictly goes to

•

TilT.

(CYCLE 3: LOCATION OF PRINTER.)
Now , I’ve got some problems with where I place the printer, where this bloody control unit can
go. I’d love to get the control unit buried under the floor somewhere
B: Uh-uh. AU right. But that ’s that.
I dont know how minor that is. I think its kind of minor.
B: Right because the control unit can be (hum) some 2000 feet from the scope so If you have
an empty closet somewhere we can sort of hide it there (OK) so long as it is accessible to the
SE’s.
•

(CYCLES 4 & 5: CONTROL UNIT AND MODEM CAPABILITIES.)
3: Alright now. The scope that talks to the DDDD which could be this one because we are
bringing it up here (Hum all right?) After two years it will go to headquarters . Where in
headquarters it will go to I don ’t know. So now what I’m gonna want to do is add a scope, and
I want to add a scope now. One more scope. (Right ) I want the scope here so I can drop a
tine downstairs to talk to DDDD. (in hum) But the same time I want to know , ok , now in two
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years when this goes, this equipment I have now , the control unit and the modem, all right?
Can it handle two scopes. Can it handle two scope that might go in two different directions. In
other words , theres Arlington , headquarters may take this DODD thing, plant it down in
Belmont, not talk to the same machine. Can this control unit take care of both of these guys,
the one that goes to 0 and the one that goes to I.
B: Ok . uh 1

(muttering)

i i iF
Now let me understand the F i t I. connection right now ta lk about It. Explain the
connection to me now. Do you have a modem that is hardwired into a system in a system in
White plains right now?

1: A leased line comes through.
B: A leased line.
3: A leased line from the control unit to the modem.
(CYCLE 4: MULTIPLE LINES INTO MODEM.)
B: We may have to consult the sales manual. (Pulls out manual) (Let ’s do that) I’m stuck ,
right off the top of my head , to give you an answer. (flips p ages ) You ’re using a xxnn?
3: Yes. Scope is... xznn...
B: nat? 3: nm. Model I control unit.

INTERRUPTION
La nce: We had to stop for about 5 minutes while B consulted the reference books on the
equi pment to get the answer to i’s question. We now pick up as B is just finishing searching
for the answer.
SESSION RESUMES
B: Ok. We have a feature that can be put on the 3872 modem that ’s called “ tanout ” that will
allow us to attach multiple lines to the modem. And it says here that as long as the machines
are used one at a time you and should have no problem with the lines as long as you don ’t
have 3 or 4 terminals trying to use the same line (ok) at the same time.
3: Alright, the modem
I’ve been asking the wrong thing. The modem doesn’t particularly upset me ---having to have
multiple modems. (Uh-hum) They don ’t take up any physical space. There’s no real difficulty
with those Little guys. (Right)
(CYCLE 5: CONTROL UNIT AND DIFFERENT SYSTEMS.)
The control unit ’s what my major concern is. Can the control unit go two different directions
or do I have to keep adding control units every time I add a scope?
B: Well , the control unit that you presently have Is capable of being modified to handle up to
32 scopes.
.1: Ah-ha. Hopefully (and they)

... potentially,

In different directions?

B: Different directions would mean -- ah -- possibly more modems or the additional feature on
your present modems to go in different directions.
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3: Ok. But the control unit, essentially, c*n stay as a single unit? Idon’t need mult iples on
that?
B: That ’s right. (ok) You can increment that in Increments of four features, four scopes at a
time.
(CYCLE 6: SPOOLING OUTPUT TO CENTRAL PRINTER. )
.1: Ok. That means I am not running into a problem on that yei• Ok. Second part of my
question is : How feasible is It righ t now , (U. ) with what I’ve got that talks to I , which is
i r 1 1 , which Is the setup we have now , that I mentioned went through , first
B : Right.
3: ... to fool the hardware that we have , since getting programming support out of the people
down at ii i t is difficult. Right now (Yeah) a guy that ’s sitting here and doing searching on
AAAA using the scope .
B: Alright .
.1: If he sees any citations that he likes then he says “ Ok. I’d like to have that printed. I don ’t
want to sit here and write. ” He has to go through this copy routine on ihe scope . He ’s in copy
it says “Ok. Identify the printer ” . Identifies the printer and then it takes forever as this (bang
bang) printer clanks away. (We) Can we fool it and let it go downstairs and spoo1 it off rattle
it offf on the high-speed printer. So that while now the ,“;y is pretty-much limited . So if he has
5 or 10 things he is willing to wait ten minutes for it to print. Fine . If the guy has 100 citations
he ’s got to tell them to do a batch print and waft a week till the thing finally arr ives. Can we
fool it? Spool it off save It zap It downstairs, here?
B: That could be possible. Ok. I’d have to consult software people in order to answer that
question. But
3: It can ’t be solved by hardware ? But I
B: Ah. We have another alternative. We can change the printer. I think you have the kkkk
printer right now which works right off the scope’s screen itself.
.1: Well. It ’s not it ’s not screen dependent.

B: Ok. But you have to Issue the command to make (that ’s) the scope display the printout.
You have to Issue the copy command

3: No. No. It ’s not the scope display it prints. I’m looking through a file , Right Ok ,
•

B: Righ t.

3: ... and

I see a document , for Instance, and it may take up the w~~ le screen itself.

B: Right.
3: It ’ll tell you on the top that It is document I of, lets say 100

B: Right.
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I: ... or better yet , say its 99 of 100. I can go copy I, which means copy document I , that you
have showed me earlier in this game queue.
B: Uh-uh. And where is that copy printed?
3: Its read on the local printer and I keep on doing whatever I want to do on the scope
inde pendent of the printer.
B: Ok. There is.
•

3: 1 turn the printer off , physically turn the printer off , cause I cant stand the clanking, turn it
back on again and ii keeps right on going. It picks up right where it left off.
B: O.K. that.

3: Takes it,spools it out , sends it off to the
•

B: Right. I know that ’s a problem , the clanking, with this type of printer, it ’s a noisy device.
.1: It doesni clank , it buzzes.

•

B: Its a noisy device. In a limited area , like the one we’re talking about right now , its hard
to work with. (Yep) I understand that. There ’s another type of printer , there ’s a 1111 printer
which is ... It would give you every line of input and output simultaneously -- Instead of you
asking for a particular line to be printed, you would get everything and then if you asked
3: I don ’t follow you.
B: O.K. Every entry that you make on the scope (humh) will be printed on the liii. Every
answer that you receive on the scope , or every screenful of information that you get (humh)
for an inquiry , will print on that 1111. So it is in effect a hard copy device.
3: Sentence printer.
B: Right. Now , that might be easier to go to but like I said before If we wanted to take your
original suggestion , (that ’s) I would have to consult with software.
3: That ’s, th a t ’s gonna that other way ’s gonna spit paper out like there ’s no tomorrow. Cause
the n theoretically when the guy comes on he ’d have to have the printer on in case he wanted
something

B:
and then he’d have to wade through the paper and say “ Ah, this is the one I want ” and
tear that one out.
•

B: Right. The printer would be on at all times.
J: O.K., No, Now that ’s not what I’m after. I’m after the selective way where the where the
guy says “O.K. I want this ...
“

B: Hmm-hum

.
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.1: And we can take the guy, he can have 100 documents, 200 documents, but have the m
today as opposed to waiting a week for them.
•

B: Right. O.K. As I said , I’d have to consult with our software people and that may be a
project of you know a month to have the software written , I’m not sure.
J: O.K.
B: Now , uh ,(yes) with your diagram here
know we may

--

(right) I notice that

it

looks a little tight.

--

you

3: Well my scale is magnificent. (laughs)

B: We may want to change things around a little bit , but
.1: No I am just theoretically sticking things in. (hmm) This is where it is, this is where the
control unit is. I’m saying the scopes here and here . (humhu) Physical arra ngement of the
scopes up here is yeah that ’s open to debate and whoever has to move them will love it , solid
walls and solid ceiling in that area so running wires is a problem in the beginning. (Right )
B: Right.
3: Alright , software on this printer , we’ll see what can be done on that. Now , let ’s push that
one step further.

B: Okay?
(CYCLE 7: LOCAL ACCESS TO SYSTEM i t ii.)
Let ’s push ft all the way out and say, well that printer out there may be a convenience , but
if we ’ve got the control unit that talks to the folk in Arlington , why can ’t we get rid of the
control unit and get rid of the modem and maybe let big mama downstairs fool it , so that you ,
for instance , if you want to access TTTT
3:

B: Right.
.1: .,. there is a sequence you must got through , you gotsa go through the protocols, you golta
give them the proper passwords.

•

B: Right.
.1: II you B.3. want to use it, you pull your tube and you ask to use It. (hum) Once you pull
the tube and you log on , you see what the machine is, you log on as B.).
B: Right.
3: And In order to get at that lets just theoretically say o.k. you have to share my user lib
which says, yes o.k. B.). is in there , he ’s o.k. to use 11 ii , I’ve given him permission.
B: Uh-uh.
•
•

3: You can use i n i from your desk and do not have to walk up here and use the single
routine in the library. Now , anything you want to come back , you say copy or print , or
whatever you say to do comes back through your scope , which comes back through the userlib
which says you ’re B.J. , and comes into your folder downstairs.

—
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B: O.K. That ’s a good idea. We may, we have rrrr control units downsta irs . Its quite possible
that we could have a line removed from the tt tt control unit , upstairs (hum ) installed on the
rrrr on the VVVV system downstairs. II we can do that it might be possible to access i I I I
through the VVVV machine -- which would make ii virtually accessible from anyone in the
whole research center.

3: That may be simply to protect the password. Having to go through the my userlib.
B: Right and being on VVVV , if its running on a virtual machine under VVVV , all of your
all or any of your output can be spooled and printed at the local printer.

...

I: Ok. That
that ’s interests me more than doing anything with the printer. If that ... if that ’s
feasible I would like to leave the printer where it is.
B: Uh-uh.
3: Fine, Leave it alone. That ’s fine , if the guy ’s in the library and he wants a little thing and he
wants it here and now
B: Right. Now. These scopes go through the building network w the scope control units
downstairs into VVVV.

•

3: That says the modems can be done away with too?

B: Yeah. Then everything goes.

•

.1: You wouldn ’t need either of those?
•

B: Right. You wouldn ’t need either your control unit or your modem.
3: Ok. Can we do something on it? See what we can do? Forget about the printer. Forget

about the rest of this jazz and just move in the direction of having
B: Right. Sure.

3: ... direct output.
B: It’s not going to be an overnight affair.

3: Oh, no, its not.
B: We are going to have to going to have to go through feature changes on the rrrr which
could possibly take as long as six months to get the feature.
3: Ok, 1 i i i told me today we should upgrade the modems we have now and I have a delivery
date of MM, so that that ’s overnight. So six months doesn’t worry me.
B: (Laughs ) At least we can investigate and see if Its more than we can do right now.
.1: You gotta issue a shop?
B: Yeah, I’ll have to talk to B in Engineering.
1: Alright. Can we see what we can do with it?
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B: Sure .
3: I’d like that; I’d dearly love to do it.
B: Yeah.
.1: Besides anything else it would free some space that 1 need.
B: Right.
3: Potentially, I don ’t need all these scopes here.
B: Ub-ub.
3: I can do with one. Because I have scopes in the office , I have scopes in the back room. So
now anybody’s scope in the building can essentially do what these can.
B: That ’s Right. These scopes that are tied Into your own system here. You can use them
right on the VVVV system.
3: Now , political question is ri -I-i gonna get unhappy if we start spooling their
then are we going to steal their files.

...

coming out

B. (Tries to say something.)
.1: But that ’s internal and I suppose we can set that problem up. Deal with the problem as we
set this up so that its a “No save ”. (I) Read , write and that ’s it.
~ : Right. Since I’m not familiar with the internals of

liii,

but I’ve heard that

.1: All their data base is not going to give us a problem because its IBM documents.
B: Uh-uh .
3: The other two they subscribe to so there may be a difficulty If we read and save
B: Uh-uh.

3:

.
.

unless we have It built in somewhere that we read , write and don ’t save.

B: Right. Right.
3: But that I can check on if we believe there ’s a problem.
B: Yeah. We can look into the possibility if maybe there are more people in this building that
are have 1 i i u terminals that you are not aware of.
3: No. They don ’t.
B: They don ’t?
3: They don ’t. That ’s a guarantee. They have profiles. They get those little cards each week
from
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B: Uh-uh . (you know) But they can only access it through your terminal system.
.1: And the problem with It is an obvious one. If the guy ’s up here and the terminal Is free
maybe he ’ll use it.
B: Right.
3: And if the guy happens to live close by and wants to use It , its not a problem but if the guy

•

.

happens to be way off in the basement he’s not coming up here . He’s just
B: Or if he comes and finds the terminals busy a couple times.
3: He just doesn’t come back any more .
B: Right.

3: If Its convenient and its there and if its in front of him and if he can get what he wants by
doing it that way he’s more likely to do it.
B: Uh-uh . But we can do
.1: The command structure on it is ridiculously simple. There are six basic commands. So that ,
you know , with the sophistication in this building in using terminals its not going to be a
problem, an education problem.
B: Right.
.1: You just hand the guy a manual and say “ Bye, enjoy yourself. (yeah) If you have a
problem let us know. ”
B: It should make life easier for your people, getting rid of the printer.
•

3: Yeah, its just noisy and its in the way. O.K., so if we can see what Ira will do on that one,
we take care of all the other problems ... that wipes them all out.
B: Right , talk to Ellis,
•

3: Right.
B:
3:

run t , and an RC , right?
Right .

B: If we can go that far then I think we’ve got your problem solved. Now, if for some reason
the rrrr doesn ’t pan out
.1: Then were back to where we were before.
B: We’re back to
3: The control units and the modems
B: Right. (Go on that) And this would still be probably a three to six month time frame in
getting the features and
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3: No problem. No problem. It ’s as I say, this is generally what I’d like to do with the
reference area , but I wanted to get somebody who can, you know,
B: uh-uh
3: An interior decorator , a designer an architect , somebody who can do that properly.
B: Yeah , right , it ’s ah this ... These scopes won’t have any noise problem, or heat problem.
(hum) That ’s been a problem in the past.
3: Yeah , this one is ideal. It gets all the stuff out of the way.
8: O.K.
3:

O.K., 1 thin k that is all we can do for today.

B: Yeah that ’s without the other people.

Appendix 2
Twenty-two library procedures used in Experiment 2.
( I ) Books that have been in the New Books display for more than one week must be placed on
the shelves;
(2) When the Magazine Rack becomes disordered , it must be reorganized ;
(3) Books that are left in the Reading Room must be reshelved;
(4) The names of books that have been borrowed must be entered into the Books Borrowed
listing at the circulation desk;
(5) New books that have been requested by someone must be purchased by a mail order sent
to the publisher;
(6)Books that have been returned must be replaced on the shelves;
(7) Books that are currently stored in the archives that have been requested by someone must
be moved from the archives to the circulation desk;
•

(8) Unbound periodicals that have been on the magazine racks for more than one week must
be moved to the magazine stacks at the circulation desk;
(9) People that have borrowed a book for more than one month must be sent an overdue
notice ;
(10) Whe n a book is moved to the archives , the entry for it must be changed in the Card
Catalog to tell library users where the book currently is;
( 11) Magazines that are left in the Reading Room must be replaced on the magazine rack;
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(12) When a book is retrieved from the archives, the entry for that book in the Card Catalog
must be changed;
( 13) Notices must be sent out to library users who have requested new books when those
books arrive;
(14) New acquisitions must be placed in the New Books display;
(IS )New unbound periodicals that arrive in the mail must be placed on the magazine rack;
( 16) New bound periodicals must be placed on the shelves;
( 17) Unbound periodicals that are more than one year old must be collected and sent to the
bindery to be bound ;
( 18) New acquisitions must be entered into the Card Cata log;
( 19) Books that have been returned must be checked off of the Books Borrowed listing at the
circulation desk;
(20) Books that have not been borrowed for more than two years must be moved to the
archives;
(21) PeriodIcals that come back from the bindery must be entered Into the Card Catalog;
(22) Notices must be sent out to library users who have requested books from the archives
when the books the y have requested are retrieved.

Appendix 3
Cycle structure from subject protocols, Experiment 2.

•

Subject One :
Design a Library Schedule
Classify Tasks by Priority and Needed Frequency
By priority

-~~

- .

_______
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Below is a hierarchical list of the cycles of the various subjects. Omitted are cycles relat ing
prj marily to communicating about the design solution. Clearly, In what follows some judg ement is required concerning the appropriate level of sub-problems to qualify as a cycle. The
notion of cycle includes the notion that a goal exists which is not currently being met and no
pre-existing algorithmic method exists for achieving the goal. Thus, categorizing the tasks is a
cycle while alphabetizing the tasks would not be considered a cycle. Despite these definitional
restrictions, considerable latitude persists in interpretting the structure of sub-problems. For
example, suppose a subj ect first cate gorizes tasks, then makes groups of people and finally
assigns the groups of people to the groups of tasks. Perhaps these activities mirror exactly the
three sub-problems that the subject was working on in the order that they were attacked .
Alternatively, the subject may have first worked on the problem of attempting to assign people
to tasks mentally and in so doing realized that categorizing people and tasks first would be
required. Thus, the exact structure of the sub-problems worked on is somewhat subjective.
Nevertheless, the apparent similarity between subjects is instructive.
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By Needed Frequency
Classify Tasks b y task requ irements
Assign People to Tasks
Provide for Cha nges to the People -Task Assignment
Provide for a Gener al Structure of Rules by which Library can Run
Subject Two:
Design Library Schedul e
Categorize Task s
Split Contex t from Problem
Assign People to Tasks
Split Context from Problem
(Comment: the subj ect listed several assumptions in an attempt to split context from problem.
S then attempted to assign people to task and apparently realized that more assumpt ions would
have to be made before this could be done. )
*

Subj ect Three:
Design a Libra ry Schedule
Determ ine the Frequency of Tasks
Assign People to Tasks
Split Context from Prob lem
Assign People to Tasks
Split Context from Pro blem
Place People and Tasks within Time Schedule
Subject Four:
Design Schedule for Library
Split Context from Problem
Identify Critical Tasks
Assign People to Tasks
Assign most Critical Tasks
Assign least Important Taski
Assign Moderate Important Tasks
(Comment: that logically one could also assume a somewhat different subprob lem stru cture;
~~~ that identifying critical tasks was really subordinate to assigning people to the most
critical tasks. However , it appears from the subject’s comments that, at least consciously, the
critical tasks were identified first for several purposes included pr iority of train ing.)
Subj ect Five:
Design Ubrary Schedule
Categorize Tasks
Find tasks relating to task I
Find tasks relat ing to task 2
Find tasks relating to task 4
(Comment: The subject ’s essential strategy for categ orizing tasks was to go through the tasks
in numerical orde r and to find the previously uncate gorized tasks related to the given task.)
Find tasks relating to task S
Find tasks relating to task 7
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Find tasks relating to task 10
Resolve tasks that should be in two categories
(Comment: This subject rejected the potential subproblem of assigning people to the categories
produced. This subject did not feel there was enough information to determine how many
hours each task would take).
Subject Six:
Design a library schedule
Determine the frequency of various tasks
Determine the amoust of time available for doing tasks
Schedule the tasks on a time basis
Assign people to taskS
Categorize the tasks
(Comment: It seems that time ran out before people could be assigned to the task categories).
*

Subject Seven:

•

Subject Eight:

•
•

Schedule for library
Determine kinds of tasks
Determine areas of library
Categorize tasks
Assign groups of people to categories of tasks
Determine frequency with which tasks should be done

•

Subject Nine :
Schedule for library
Determine difficulty of the tasks
Compare this task to ‘real-world’ analogue and note differences
Determine feasibility
Determine man-hours available
Determine man-hours needed
Assign people to tasks to equalize time required
Determine rotation schedule for remaining tasks
Determine rotation schedule for ALL tasks
(Comment: this latter goal was expressed by the subject but time ran out before it could be
implemented).

•

Subject Ten:
Design a Schedule for the library
Determine list of tasks to be used
M ake a priori list of tasks

•

•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •

•

•

Schedule for library
Determine frequency of tasks
Categorize tasks (by area)
Determine number of hours available in week
Determine number of shifts
Assign tasks to people
Determine mapping of task-people combinations to time schedule

•
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Compare with given list
Add (one) additional task as needed
Determine logical flow of work
Determine where numbered tasks are to be done
Determine sequence of tasks within an area
Categorize and sequence tasks
Assign people to sequences of tasks

•
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studies of design problem solving are reported .
Experiment 1 presents an observational study of an
actual client—designer work session . Analysis of the
session transcript reveals a systematically structured
interaction . The client and the designer decompose the
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(cont.)

overall design problem into sub-problems, each of which

is smaller and somewhat more well-structured than the
overall problem. Experiment 2 is a laboratory study .
The “client” role is simulated by an instruction booklet;
sub jec ts play the “designer ” role . Again, it is found

that subjects spontaneously structure the elements of a
design problem into sub-problems the nature of which is
systematically related to aspects of problem structure .
There is high intersubjact agreement as to how the
decomposition into sub-problems should proceed .
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